We report on a corpus study of the use of reflexive vs. nonreflexive possessives in Estonian sentences headed by verbs taking an allative argument. We parsed the Estonian National Corpus using UDPipe trained with the Estonian Dependency Corpus, extracted relevant data automatically, eliminated false positives and annotated the data by hand. This allowed us to document effects of grammatical functions, word order and person on the choice of a reflexive vs. nonreflexive, using generalized linear mixed models. We hypothesize that the documented effects are due to the combined effects of grammatical relations, information structure, and ambiguity avoidance.
Introduction
Estonian allows two ways of referring to the possessor of a noun: adnominal genitive pronouns, which agree in person and number with their antecedent (1), and two reflexive forms oma and enda, which do not agree (2). In the remainder of this paper we call relevant uses of genitive pronouns NONREFLEXIVE POSSESSIVES, and relevant uses of oma REFLEXIVE POSSESSIVES. We leave aside enda for brevity. Peeter i led Jaan j to his i/ * j parents' place.
In canonical constructions, reflexive possessives are bound by the local subject (2), while nonreflexives can either be bound by a local non-subject, as in (1), or be locally unbound. The complementary distribution between reflexive and nonreflexive possessives collapses in some constructions, notably when the head verb has a noncanonical argument structures. Of particular interest here are bivalent verbs taking a subject and an allative argument. Most of these verbs, including those whose use is illustrated in (3), are psych verbs expressing the stimulus as a subject and the experiencer as an allative. As illustrated below, with such verbs, both reflexive and nonreflexive possessives can bind either the subject or the allative argument.
(3) a. Mu 'Rain water is suitable to flowers because of their fragility.' (Lesage, accepted) reports the results of two psycholinguistic experiments on this noncanonical construction, showing inter alia that: (i) Speakers do not exhibit a categorical preference for reflexives being bound by the surface subject (resp. nonreflexives being bound by the allative argument); (ii) Binding preferences are modulated by word order, with reflexives showing a preference for an initial antecedent irrespective of its grammatical function. In the present paper, we set out to explore whether these results from comprehension experiments are confirmed in production, on the basis of a corpus study. We first train a dependency treebank on a large web corpus to help select relevant examples, which were then all validated by hand. We then annotate the examples for various syntactic and semantic properties, and run a number of logistic regression models to establish which factors influence the choice of a reflexive or nonreflexive form of the possessive. Finally we hypothesize that the observed preferences for possessive choice follow from syntactic and pragmatic constraints.
Data collection and annotation
The main challenge for our study is that the combination of factors we set out to investigate is too rare for data to be easily available: as is usual in languages without articles, there is no mandatory overt expression of possession in Estonian, which makes possessive forms comparatively infrequent; in addition, the construction of interest is found only with a handful of verbs.
For this reason, we relied on resources from the Universal Dependencies community to parse a large web corpus and use it for initial data selection. Specifically, we trained UDPipe (Straka and Straková, 2017) on the Estonian UD v2.4 treebank, the Universal Dependencies version of the Estonian Dependency Treebank (Muischnek et al., 2014) . We then used this to parse the 1.1 billion token Estonian National Corpus (Kallas and Koppel, 2018) . We relied on the morphological, POS and dependency annotation to select all sentences satisfying the following criteria:
• The sentence contains a token v of one of eight verbs taking an allative argument: meeldima 'please', sobima or kõlbama 'be suitable for', meenuma 'come to one's mind', võimaldama 'make possible', kuuluma 'belong', jätkuma 'be enough', maitsma 'please by its taste'.
• The sentence contains a token p of a reflexive or nonreflexive possessive. • The possessive word p is the possessor of some noun that has v on its head path -that is, the noun is a direct or indirect dependent of v. This search allowed us to retrieve 5,593 candidate examples of a use of a possessive referring to the surface subject or allative argument of a verb in the relevant construction. We then sorted through the examples by hand to eliminate the numerous false positives due to parsing errors, other uses of the form oma, and/or possessives with antecedents other than the two co-arguments of the verb under examination. This narrowed down the dataset to 1,307 sentences. We then classified these examples in 5 groups as indicated in Table 1 . Note that what we call the surface subject is that argument which may trigger agreement on the verb. This argument, when overtly expressed, is either in the nominative or partitive case, depending on factors orthogonal to our concerns. By design, all our examples include an allative argument, 1 whereas the subject is sometimes unexpressed. Direct objects are rare in our corpus, since only the verbs meenutama 'remind' and võimaldama 'make possible' takes a direct object. There are various interesting cases where the possessive is embedded within a direct dependent of the verb; we leave these examples aside for purposes of this paper, as they do not form a uniform class and there is not enough data for a more fine-grained classification to be informative. Hence we will focus on the 1, 152 sentences corresponding to the first four row in Table 1 . Since the number of possessed direct objects is low, and all cases where the possessed noun is neither the subject nor the allative argument are structurally similar, we grouped together possessed noun under 'Direct object' and 'Other oblique dependent' under a single value 'other', with 452 data points. Each example was then annotated using a combination of information collected from dependency parses and manual work. We annotated the following:
• The type of possessive (reflexive or nonreflexive) • The grammatical function of the antecedent (surface subject or allative argument).
• The grammatical function of the possessed noun.
• The person and number, and animacy of each argument.
• The volitional involvement in the event of the participant realized as the subject.
• The relative order of the two arguments and the relative order of the possessive and its antecedent.
Results
Following (Bresnan et al., 2007) and many other studies of binary alternatives in corpus data, we fitted mixed effects logit models to our data, using the lme4 (Bates et al., 2014) and lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 2017) R packages. The dependent variable was the type of possessive. All candidate models treated the identity of the verb as a random effect. As for fixed effects, two important independent variables of interest here are the grammatical function of the possessed noun and that of the antecedent. It is important to note however that the values of these two variables are not independent: if the possessed noun is the allative argument (resp. subject), by design, the antecedent can only be the subject (resp. the allative argument); if the possessed noun is another dependent of the verb, then it can take either the subject or the allative argument as its antecedent. Because of this, we combined the two variables into one, whose values are noted f1->f2, where f1 is the function of the possessed noun and f2 that of the antecedent. Figure 1 shows the proportions of use of a possessive reflexive for each pair of grammatical functions. As the figure highlights, it is not obvious that differences between all 4 levels are statistically significant. Hence we used forward difference coding of the 4 values of that variable to be able to assess the significance of differences between adjacent levels.
We examined various combinations of this variable with other fixed effects, and report only on the best fit. The model parameters are shown in Table 2 .
As the table indicates, we found a significant effect of the combined choice of a function for the possessed noun and a function for the antecedent for all pairs of adjacent conditions except other->sbj and all->sbj. Overall, situations where the antecedent is the surface subject favor using the reflexive form, whereas situations where the antecedent is the allative argument favor the nonreflexive. Note that the clearest effect opposes allative vs. subject antecedents, but that there is still a significant difference among examples with allative antecedents depending on the function of the possessed noun.
Non-third person antecedents comparatively disfavor using the reflexive. Contrary to our expectations, none of our various schemes for integrating an effect of animacy or volitional involvement turned out to be significant 2 . We tried various ways of taking into account word order. whether the antecedent is realized before the other dependents turned out to be most relevant and lead to a significant effect: possessives that follow their antecedent are comparatively more likely to be reflexive. Finally, no significant interaction is documented for any combination of our dependent variables.
Discussion
Our model confirms that binding constraints on possessives are not categorical: in the constructions under examination, oma is often bound by a nonsubject argument, and nonreflexive possessives may (although they rarely are) be bound by the subject. We thus are in the familiar situation where one and the same constraint (reflexives tend be bound by the subject) that is categorical in some language/some part of the grammar is gradient in another language/another part of the grammar (Bresnan et al., 2001; Sorace and Keller, 2005) . More importantly, binding preferences are modulated by the dependency configuration relating the possessive and its antecedent, their relative word order, and their shared person feature.
Grammatical functions
The most obvious effect is that subject antecedents show a higher preference for reflexive possessives than allative antecedents. This is just a gradient reflex of the well-known observation that relative obliqueness constrains binding (Pollard and Sag, 1992) : reflexive dependents of a verb tend to be used when they are bound by a less oblique dependent, where obliqueness may be characterized using a hierarchy such as the one in (4). In the case of reflexive possessives, we submit that relative obliqueness of the possessed noun and the antecedent likewise constrains binding of the possessive.
(4) Subject < Direct object < Oblique argument < Adjunct
More subtle are the differences among contexts with allative antecedents (sbj->all vs. other->all). A likely reason for the observed difference has to do with how far one stands from a prototypical reflexive binding situation. As we observed in the introduction, Estonian possessive reflexives tend to be bound by the subject of the local clause they occur in, which is by definition the least oblique dependent of the verb. In the sbj->all condition, we are departing maximally from that situation. Not only is the antecedent not a subject, it is also strongly more oblique than the possessed noun. Hence we have a strong expectation that a nonreflexive rather than a reflexive possessive be used. In the other->all condition, the situation is different. Remember that, in this condition, the possessed noun is either a nonargument oblique or a direct object; obliques are more common, and make up 65% of the data. It follows that, in a clear majority of examples, the antecedent is more oblique than the possessed noun. Hence, on average, only the strongest expectation that the antecedent be a subject, but not the weaker expactation that it be less oblique than the possessed noun, is violated in the other->all condition. Closer examination confirms that oblique possessed nouns are indeed driving the difference between the sbj->all and the other->all condition: whereas the proportion of reflexives is 60% for oblique possessed nouns, it drops to 22% for direct object possessed nouns.
Word order
We turn briefly to the effects of word order. As noted above, our model shows that, all other things being equal, possessives preceding their antecedents are less likely to be expressed as a reflexive than possessives that follow their antecedent.
This generalization is likely to be linked to information structure, given the tight link between word order and information structure in Estonian. The main relevant generalization here is that the dependent of a main clause verb that is realized first in linear order strongly tends to be topical (Lindström, 2005; Tael, 1988) . (Bickel, 2004) suggests that, in Himalayan languages, reflexives are topic-oriented rather than subject-oriented: the reflexive tends to take the topic as its antecedent, which will coincide with the subject in most situations, but is likely not to in sentences with an experiencer expressed as an oblique. Our data supports the idea that Estonian reflexives are both subject-oriented and topic-oriented. While a subject antecedent favors the use of a reflexive, a topical (and hence initial) antecedent also favors such a use. Hence, where topicality and obliqueness do not align, we expect that conflicting constraints on the use of reflexives will lead to a somewhat balanced distribution of reflexives and nonreflexives.
This hypothesis helps explain the striking fact, apparent in Figure 1 , that proportions of use of a reflexive reach much more extreme values when the antecedent is the subject than when it is the allative argument. Note that, unlike what happens in the canonical transitive construction, where subjects overwhelmingly precede objects, verbs with an allative argument tolerate much more easily realization of that argument before the subject (Metslang, 2013) . In our data, this is true in 48% of the cases where the subject is overt. Importantly, antecedents tend to precede possessives: this is the case for 70% of allative antecedents and 84% of subject antecedents. Hence, when the antecedent is a subject, both obliqueness and topicality (as manifested in word order) favor the choice of a reflexive possessive, leading to a very high proportion of reflexives. Where the antecedent is an allative though, more often than not, obliqueness and topicality pose conflicting constraints on the choice of the possessive form: the obliqueness relation between possessive and antecedent favors a nonreflexive, while the topicality of the antecedent favors a reflexive. We conjecture that this is why, while nonreflexives are more common, reflexives are still a relevant option in most cases where the antecedent is the allative argument.
Person
We finally turn to the effect of person. As noted above, first and second person antecedents comparatively disfavor the use of a reflexive possessive. We submit that this may be due to speakers optimizing their speech for ambiguity avoidance, in accordance with Grice's maxim of manner (Grice, 1975) .
To see how this plays out, let us reason first about cases in which the antecedent and possessed noun are co-arguments-that is, the sbj->all and all->sbj conditions. Example (5a) exhibits a situation where the antecedent is first person. In this situation, neither choice of pronoun form leads to ambiguity: reflexive oma has to corefer with the allative argument, as it is the only other referring expression in the local clause; but nonreflexive minu does not carry any ambiguity either, because it is explicitly 1st person singular. Now consider (5b). Using reflexive oma again does not lead to ambiguity. However, if the speaker were to choose instead nonreflexive tema, this would lead to ambiguity between a local antecedent (namely the allative argument) and an extra-sentential antecedent. This line of reasoning should push a rational speaker to comparatively favor the use of a reflexive with third person antecedents as compared to first and second person antecedents.
(5) a. Mu Note that exactly the same reasoning is valid, mutatis mutandis, in the all->subj condition. Overall then, when the possessive, possessed noun and antecedent are the only three referential expressions in the clause, pragmatic reasoning predicts a higher proportion of use of the reflexive with third person antecedents. A model identical to that above but trained on only the sbj->all and all->sbj conditions does confirm that this prediction is borne out.
If we now turn to the remaining other->all and other->sbj conditions, things are less clear, both conceptually and empirically. Conceptually, ambiguity avoidance does not make sharp predictions in such configurations. Table 3 lists all relevant configurations of person of the two co-arguments of the verb, and indicates what the ambiguity potential is depending on the choice of a possessive form; here local ambiguity is ambiguity with a clause-local antecedent, while global ambiguity is ambiguity with an extra-sentential antecedent. The clear prediction here is that, all other things being equal, reflexives should be rarest where both arguments are nonthird person (because using a nonreflexive avoids local ambiguity) and most frequent where both arguments are third person (because using a reflexive avoids global ambiguity). Where the other two situations should stand between these two extremes is unclear, in the absence of a hypothesis on the relative costs of local and global ambiguity. Table 3 : Potential ambiguity of possessives in sentences with two candidate antecedents.
Person of Person of
Empirical results are unconclusive. The raw counts in Table 3 clearly indicate that there is not enough data to conclude anything in the first condition, and proportions go against predictions when comparing the two last conditions. Be that as it may, a GLMM predicting possessive type on the basis of person configurations as indicated in Table 3 and grammatical function of the antecedent revealed no significant effect of person on this subset of the data. This in itself does not invalidate the idea that ambiguity avoidance constrains the choice of possessive forms: it could be that the preferences at play here are too small to be documented on a dataset of this size, or that some other factors counteract the effects of ambiguity avoidance; but it may also be that our hypothesis does not hold, and that the person effect documented in the co-argument conditions is due to some other factor.
Conclusion
In this paper we have used corpus evidence to explore constraints on the choice of reflexive vs. nonreflexive forms of possessives in one particular construction of Estonian. Our main empirical findings are (i) that such these constraints are not categorical, and (ii) that separate influences of relative obliqueness, word order, and person can be documented. These results are in line with previous observations in comprehension experiments. We explored two separate but complementary lines of explanation for these findings: an interplay of grammatical relations and information structure on the one hand, and an influence of ambiguity avoidance.
On a methodological level, this paper highlights how useful the availability of dependency treebanks and parsing resources is for the linguistic study of rare syntactic phenomena in understudied languages.
